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Information-Theoretic Pseudosignatures
and Byzantine Agreement for t ≥ n/3*

Birgit Pfitzmann†, Michael Waidner‡

Abstract. Byzantine agreement means achieving reliable broadcast on a point-to-point network
of n processors, of which up to t may be maliciously faulty. A well-known result by Pease,
Shostak, and Lamport says that perfect Byzantine agreement is only possible if t < n/3. In
contrast, so-called authenticated protocols achieve Byzantine agreement for any t based on
computational assumptions, typically the existence of a digital signature scheme, an assumption
equivalent to the existence of one-way functions. The “folklore” belief based on these two results is
that computational assumptions are necessary to achieve Byzantine agreement for t ≥ n/3.

We present a protocol that refutes this folklore belief, i.e., it achieves Byzantine agreement for
any t in an information-theoretic setting. It does not, however, contradict the precise impossibility
result: More than one difference exists between the model in that proof and the model of the
existing authenticated protocols, and we only remove the computational assumption.

Our protocol is based on a new information-theoretically secure authentication scheme with
many of the properties of digital signatures; we call it pseudosignatures. Our construction of
pseudosignatures generalizes a scheme by Chaum and Roijakkers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]:
Network Architecture and Design; C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed
Systems; C.4 [Performance Of Systems]: reliability, availability, and serviceability; D.4.1
[Operating Systems]: Process Management—concurrency; synchronization; D.4.5 [Operating
Systems]: Reliability—fault-tolerance; D.4.6 [Operating Systems]: Security And Protection—
authentication; E.3 [Data Encryption]; E.4 [Coding And Information Theory]

General Terms: Distributed computing, Reliability, Cryptology

Additional Keywords and Phrases: Byzantine agreement, reliable broadcast, signatures,
fault tolerance, information-theoretic security
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1 Introduction

Byzantine agreement protocols are an important primitive for fault-tolerant distributed computa-
tions. They are needed to achieve reliable broadcast where this is not available physically and
where some processors may be faulty. Correct agreement on a value from a transmitter means

• consistency. all correct processors agree on the same value v;

• correctness: if the transmitter is correct, v is the value it intended to send.

Let n be the number of processors and t an upper bound on the number of faulty ones. Faulty
processors may behave maliciously.

Byzantine agreement was introduced in [PSL80], where it was proved that perfect Byzan-
tine agreement is only possible if t < n/3. Many subsequent papers have studied upper and
lower bounds on the attainable efficiency of such protocols, see [CD89, BMD93] for
overviews.

However, if digital signatures [DH76, GMR88] can be used, Byzantine agreement is
possible for any t < n, even in polynomial time [DS83]. Such protocols are called authenticated
protocols. Digital signatures exist if and only if one-way functions exist, which is an unproven
computational assumption that implies P≠NP [R90]. This has led to the “folklore” that Byzan-
tine agreement for t ≥ n/3 necessarily relies on computational assumptions. Ηowever, to be
more precise, the model used in authenticated protocols is weaker than that in the impossibility
proof in [PSL80] in three ways:

• Computational assumptions: This means both the restriction of faulty processors to
polynomial-time computations and an unproven assumption that certain problems are not
computable in polynomial time. In contrast, a protocol in which the computational power
of faulty processors is not restricted is called information-theoretic.

• Broadcast in a precomputation phase is needed to distribute the public keys required to
verify the digital signatures. (In practical applications of signatures, such broadcast
precomputation is typically approximated by distribution with certification by a third
party. However, such an approach is not possible in a Byzantine setting, in which no
party is more trusted and reliable than others.)

• A small error probability has to be allowed, because even if the computational assump-
tions hold and the faulty processors only use polynomial time, they have a small chance
of guessing the signature of another processor correctly.

Our main result is that the first of these three restrictions is not necessary, i.e., we present an
information-theoretic Byzantine agreement protocol for any t, but, as in normal authenticated
protocols, needing broadcast in a precomputation phase and with a small error probability. For
a security parameter σ, the error probability is at most 2–σ, whereas all computations required
from the correct processors are polynomial in σ. Furthermore, secret channels are needed in the
precomputation phase. Details about the models and the necessity of the other restrictions are
given in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, and our main construction is presented in Section 4. In Section
5, the construction is modified so that the broadcast channel is only needed during a precompu-
tation phase of a fixed length for an arbitrary number of broadcasts.

The main primitive used in our constructions is interesting in its own right. It is a scheme
that achieves message authentication with many, but not all of the properties of digital signature
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schemes, without relying on computational assumptions. We call it pseudosignatures. We
present properties and types of authentication schemes in Section 2 and the concrete
construction of a pseudosignature scheme in Section 3. This construction extends and improves
the scheme in [CR91].

1.1 Models of Byzantine Agreement

Recall that n is the number of processors and σ a security parameter so that an error probability
of 2–σ is acceptable. Let l ∈ IN be the length of the values to be agreed upon. Our own
protocols are polynomial in n, l, and σ.

The processors are denoted by P1, …, Pn. Faulty processors are malicious, i.e., they can
behave arbitrarily. We consider synchronous protocols, i.e., they proceed in rounds of fixed
length. More benign fault models and less benign models of time are also known, but we do not
refer to them in the following. As in the original model of [PSL80], we assume that an authentic
point-to-point channel is available between any pair of processors.

A precomputation phase is a phase before the transmitter knows the value v it wants to send.
We call the phase after v is known the main phase of the agreement protocol. Protocols with a
precomputation phase typically assume that more types of channels are available in this phase
than in the main phase.

Needing broadcast in a precomputation phase is, in our eyes, the major remaining restriction
of the model after the computational assumption has been removed, i.e., the main price to pay
for allowing t ≥ n/3. It depends on the application whether one can implement it or has to hope
that t < n/3. In some applications, however, it is quite realistic. The Byzantine generals of the
original example in [LSP82] could carry out a precomputation phase while they are together in a
tent before the campaign and thus have oral broadcast communication available. In a distributed
system in practice, say an aircraft control system, a trustworthy operator may initially set up the
processors using broadcast channels that will no longer be available in the operational environ-
ment. Note also that in the real world some kind of precomputation with reliable broadcast is
always necessary (although this does not count in the model) because the processors must at
least be equipped with consistent programs for the agreement protocol.

In the precomputation phase, we additionally need secret channels between each pair of
processors, i.e., channels that are secure from eavesdropping by other processors. In practice,
this seems a smaller problem than broadcast in the precomputation phase. Secret channels are
not used in typical authenticated protocols, but typical concrete computational assumptions
imply them: the existing authentic channels could be used for the exchange of a secret key, see
[DH76, RSA78] for well-known, but not provably secure examples. However, secret key
exchange is not known to exist under equally weak conditions as digital signatures [IR89].

1.2 Optimality of Our Result

We now show that our model is optimal for information-theoretic Byzantine agreement with
t ≥ n/3, i.e., it is not possible to eliminate any of the remaining restrictions.

 • Error probability: First, one can see that the proof in [PSL80], primarily intended for
information-theoretic deterministic protocols without precomputation, holds for any deter-
ministic protocol, even if broadcast and secret channels are available in a precomputation
phase. Consequently, it also holds for all error-free protocols (where we count a failure to
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terminate in bounded time as an error): If a probabilistic protocol is error-free, any deter-
ministic protocol derived from it by fixing all the random choices to, say, 0 is also correct.

• Broadcast in the precomputation phase: It is sketched in [DD91] that even if secret channels
are given a protocol without broadcast in a precomputation phase has an error probability of
at least 1/3, which is not a small error probability. The best published result is [GY89],
building upon unpublished work by Karlin and Yao; it shows a slightly larger error proba-
bility if no secret channels are given.

• Secret channels in the precomputation phase: We show that the result of [GY89] can be used
even if there is broadcast in a precomputation phase. Let pub denote the entire data sent
during an execution of the precomputation. As pub is known to all processors, we can
regard the remaining protocol, say, main_prot(pub), as a protocol without precomputation:
If the correct processors made random choices in the precomputation, they now have to
make corresponding choices with the conditional probabilities induced by pub. This is
possible because the result in [GY89] does not rely on restrictions on the computational
abilities of the correct processors. By [GY89], the remaining protocol therefore has an error
probability of at least 1/3. Averaging over pub yields that also the complete protocol has an
error probability of at least 1/3.

We presented the first information-theoretic Byzantine agreement protocol for t ≥ n/3 in
[BPW91]. The model is the same as here, but the number of faulty processors was still
restricted to t < n/2. This result was extended to a protocol with an expected constant number of
rounds in [W91].

2 Properties and Types of Authentication Schemes

In this section, we present a framework for the definition and classification of different types of
authentication schemes. This is useful for a clear definition of pseudosignatures and for
discussing in detail why previous types of authentication schemes could not be used to provide
information-theoretic Byzantine agreement. The framework is an extension of one for different
types of signature schemes described in [P93, P96]. It may look unfamiliar because it primarily
considers the interface behavior of the authentication systems, not internal objects such as keys
and signatures. This approach is useful for a unified treatment of systems that, e.g., have
interactive protocols where others simply have a key or a signature. Moreover, it allows us to
define what it means for one property to be fulfilled with different degrees of security, whereas
usual cryptographic definitions have no formal notion of a “property” independent of its degree
of security.

2.1 Minimal Properties of Authentication

We define authentication systems as distributed reactive systems that have at least two types of
processors, called originators’ and recipients’ processors, and offer at least two types of
transactions, namely initialization and authentication. A transaction is a subprotocol carried out
among a subset of the processors. In particular, authentication is usually carried out between
one originator’s processor and one recipient’s processor. Note that we reserve the terms
originator and recipient for the users of such a system. We use “she” and “he” for an originator
Alice and a recipient Bob, as usual in cryptology.
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An authentication scheme consists of the finite description of such systems, primarily the
programs for the two types of processors.1 A scheme can be instantiated into a system with
different system parameters. These are the number of processors of each type and the initial
states of these processors. The initial state typically consists of the security parameters such as
σ and the processor’s own identity (number).

Initialization is a transaction between at least one originator and one or more recipients. The
originator inputs (‘init’ , idsR, N) to her processor, where ‘init’  is a string indicating the type of
transaction wanted, idsR designates the desired potential recipients, and N is an upper bound on
the number of messages to be authenticated later. Both idsR and N have default values for “no
restriction”. Each recipient inputs (‘init’ , idS, N) to his processor, where idS is the identity of
the originator. Each processor outputs (acc, idsR,out), where acc is a Boolean value that denotes
whether initialization was successful at all and idsR,out can be used to indicate which recipients
took part successfully. Internally, the processors carry out key generation and distribution for
this originator and the recipients that participate.

For authentication, the originator inputs (‘auth’, msg), where msg is the message.2 The
recipient inputs (‘test’, msg, idS), where idS is the identity of the presumed originator. The
recipient’s processor outputs a Boolean value acc that denotes whether the message was
successfully authenticated. Internally, the two processors may carry out any type of protocol.

The transactions may have more parameters and there may be more transactions as long as
they do not interfere with the following minimal requirements imposed on every authentication
scheme:

• Effectiveness of initialization: If the originator and at least one recipient are honest (i.e.,
they make consistent inputs, and their processors use the prescribed programs), their
result in initialization is acc = true.

• Correctness of initialization: All correct processors make the same output (acc, idsR,out),
and the identities of all correct recipients’ processors are in idsR,out.

• Effectiveness of authentication: If an originator and a recipient who have successfully
carried out initialization (usually with more recipients) make consistent inputs for an
authentication and the number of previous authentications with respect to this
initialization is less than N, the result is true.

• Unforgeability: If an originator has never authenticated a certain message msg, i.e.,
input (‘auth’, msg), no honest recipient will believe that she did, that is, on input (‘test’,
msg, idS), a correct recipient’s processor will output acc = false.

The requirements can be formulated in detail in any language for specifying sequences of
events, e.g., temporal logic. (The details are mainly the exact formulations of consistent inputs
and previous successful initialization.)

1 The word “protocol” is used in the same way in other contexts. We sometimes use it for schemes with only
one or two transactions, such as Byzantine agreement, and for the part of a scheme corresponding to one
transaction.

2 If several initializations have been made with one processor, an authentication must refer to a particular one.
The easiest way to do this is to recognize that what is called a processor here is a software entity, of which
there may be many in a hardware device, and to require that new entities are instantiated for each initialization
[P93]. Otherwise, one needs initialization identifiers.
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[P93, P96] sketch what it means for such requirements to be fulfilled under active attacks
and in an information-theoretic or computational sense, i.e., several types of cryptologic
semantics of temporal requirements on in- and outputs. The aspects we need are presented in
more detail in Section 2.4.

2.2 Transferability

Byzantine agreement protocols such as [DS83] use an additional transaction transfer that allows
one recipient to transfer the authentication of a message to another recipient. The first recipient
inputs (‘transfer’, msg, idS), the second one (‘test’, msg, idS). The second recipient obtains a
Boolean output acc. If such a scheme also allows initialization with an arbitrary number of
recipients, i.e., idsR = “no restriction”, we call it an authentication scheme with arbitrary
transferability. The following requirement is made:

• Transferability: If a recipient has obtained an authenticated message, i.e., input (‘test’,
msg, idS) and obtained the output acc = true, he can transfer it to any other honest
recipient, i.e., if they make consistent inputs for a transfer, the second recipient will also
obtain the output acc = true.

2.3 Existing Authentication Schemes in this Framework

Digital signature schemes [DH76, GMR88] are authentication schemes with arbitrary transfer-
ability and a particularly simple structure: All transactions are noninteractive. In initialization,
the originator’s processor executes a probabilistic algorithm gen to generate a pair (sk, pk) of a
secret and a public key, and broadcasts pk to the other processors. In authentication, the
originator’s processor carries out a (probabilistic) algorithm sign(sk, msg) and sends the result
s, called signature, to the recipient’s processor, which tests it using a deterministic algorithm
test(pk, msg, s). In a transfer, the first recipient’s processor simply forwards s, and the second
recipient’s processor tests it with test(pk, msg, s) like the first one.

With this structure, effectiveness and correctness of initialization and arbitrary transferability
are trivially fulfilled (error-free), but unforgeability can only be fulfilled computationally. For
instance, an NP-easy3 forging algorithm is that a forger guesses a signature s*  and verifies this
guess with test(pk, msg, s* ). More precisely, the existence of digital signatures in this sense
implies the existence of a one-way function [R90].

Authenticated Byzantine agreement protocols like [DS83] are formulated in terms of digital
signatures in this sense; at least they assume that signing and transfers are noninteractive.
However, one can quite easily see that any authentication scheme with arbitrary transferability
could be used. (Of course, the number of rounds of the protocols would increase accordingly).
Thus any such scheme in which all five requirements were fulfilled information-theoretically
would easily yield information-theoretic Byzantine agreement for any t.

Let us now investigate known authentication schemes with information-theoretic security.
So-called authentication codes have been known for a long time [GMS74, WC81]. In the

following, we will need them as subprotocols. Initialization usually is only for one recipient,
i.e., idsR is this recipient’s identity. Either of the originator’s and the recipient’s processor
executes a probabilistic algorithm gen to generate a key ak and sends it to the other processor.

3 Roughly, this means NP for search problems; see [GJ79].
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In authentication, the originator’s processor carries out an algorithm auth(ak, msg) and sends
the result mac, called message authentication code, to the recipient’s processor, which tests it by
also computing auth(ak, msg) and comparing it with mac.4 As initialization is for only one
recipient, no transaction transfer is possible. (If more than two parties share a key ak, unforge-
ability cannot be guaranteed for any two of them.) Thus authentication codes only implement
authentic channels and are no help for Byzantine agreement.

In arbitrated authentication codes, as introduced in [S90], one specific third party, called
arbiter, takes part in initialization with one originator and one recipient, and the recipient can
later convince this arbiter of an authentication. This is a kind of transfer to one specific party.
Most of these schemes only guarantee unforgeability and the other three properties if the arbiter
is correct, and are therefore not applicable in a Byzantine scenario. In [BS88], multiple arbiters
jointly decide whether a message was authenticated, and a dishonest minority of them cannot
forge. So-called schemes with security against the arbiter [DY91, JS95] eliminate the problem
of forgeability, and in [DY90] it is also shown how effectiveness of authentication can be
guaranteed even if the arbiter is faulty (in initialization). However, still only one transfer is
possible, and thus the scheme cannot be used in known authenticated Byzantine agreement
protocols for t > 1. Actually, [DD91] sketches that any authentication mechanism that does not
guarantee at least t transfers is insufficient for any Byzantine agreement protocol with malicious
faults.

An interesting related scheme is the check vector scheme of [R94]. It has an originator, one
first and one or more second recipients. The first recipient can transfer a value received from the
originator to any of the second recipients. However, it is not really an authentication scheme,
because initialization and authentication are joined: the originator already has to know the value
to be authenticated and tell it to the first recipient in this transaction. Moreover, this transaction
needs a broadcast channel if no party is trusted (see “Modified Verification of Check Vectors” in
Figure 3 of [R94]). This makes the scheme unsuitable for Byzantine agreement protocols, in
which the values to be authenticated are only known in the main phase.

2.4 Definition of Pseudosignatures

Pseudosignatures are slightly weaker than authentication schemes with arbitrary transferability.
The two restrictions are that transferability is only finite and that active attacks on recipients
must be restricted. This allows us to fulfil all requirements information-theoretically.

2 . 4 . 1 Finite Transferability
Finite transferability means that the certainty about the authenticity of a message may decrease
with each transfer, so that only a finite number λ of successive transfers is guaranteed. The pa-
rameter λ can be chosen as an input in initialization. The restriction only applies to transfers in
series; the number of transfers by the same recipient is not restricted. The inputs of the first and
the second recipient in the λ*-th successive transfer of a message are (‘transfer’, msg, idS, λ*)
and (‘test’, msg, idS, λ*). If the output is true, we say that the second recipient has λ*-accepted
the message. The command (‘test’, msg, idS) from authentication could now be called (‘test’,
msg, idS, 0).

4 In rare cases, auth is probabilistic, and the recipient uses an algorithm test(ak, msg, mac).
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• Finite transferability: If a recipient has λ’ -accepted a message for λ’  < λ, he can transfer
it for any λ”  with λ’  < λ”  ≤ λ. That is, if he inputs (‘transfer’, msg, idS, λ” ) and the
second recipient inputs (‘test’, msg, idS, λ” ), the second recipient also obtains the
output acc = true.

2 . 4 . 2 Active Attacks
Restricted active attacks on recipients may sound strange at first, because with ordinary digital
signature schemes, active attacks are only considered against originators [GMR88]. However,
in a more general authentication scheme, in which recipients’ processors also have secrets,
active attacks against them must also be considered. Generally, in the definition of fulfilling
temporal requirements on in- and outputs in a cryptologic sense, it is assumed that the honest
users, i.e., the entities that make the inputs to and receive the outputs from the correct
processors, are arbitrarily influenced by the attackers, e.g., they may authenticate messages
chosen by the attacker or tell the attacker the results of tests. This is shown in Figure 1.

Note that this scenario in particular prescribes that honest users only use the correct
processors by the offered inputs and outputs, and not, e.g., by reading out the processors’
internal secrets.

Honest
users

Correct
processors

“Influence”

Attacker (faulty processors and
dishonest users)

I/O

Interface

Figure 1 General active attack on two correct processors. For instance, they might be the

processors of two recipients in a transfer.

Thus information-theoretic security of a certain requirement against arbitrary active attacks is
roughly defined as follows: For all strategies of the honest users and all strategies of the
attacker, the probability that the sequence of inputs and outputs of the correct processors does
not fulfil the requirement is exponentially small.

More precisely, this statement is made in the following ensemble of probability spaces: The
correct processors have fixed probabilistic programs if we complete their definition by prescrib-
ing that each of them engages in at most one transaction at any given time. If a particular
strategy of the honest users and a particular attacker are also given, the system according to
Figure 1 is a well-defined system of interacting synchronous probabilistic machines. For each
initial state, and thus for each tuple of system parameters, it defines a probability space on its
runs (traces) for any given number U of time units. In each such probability space, the
sequence of in- and outputs of the correct processors is a random variable, and we can define
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the error probability to be the probability that this sequence does not fulfil the given
requirement, i.e., is not an element of a certain set.

We use the following definition of “exponentially small”: Let the scheme have a security
parameter σ and a tuple sys_pars of other system parameters. Then there exists a polynomial
pol such that for all parameters σ and sys_pars, all finite values U, and all user and attacker
strategies, the error probability in the resulting probability space is bounded by

pol(sys_pars, U)⋅2–σ.

Such a definition is relatively robust against transformations; in particular, if two requirements
are fulfilled in this sense, so is their conjunction.5 The dependency on U is necessary because
even a simple authentication code does not really work if the correct users test exponentially
many supposedly authenticated messages. Typically, a concrete polynomial pol is known, and
one can therefore use σ ≥ σ*  + log2(pol(sys_pars, U)) if the actual error probability is to be
bounded by 2–σ* .

Pseudosignatures fulfil the four minimal requirements on authentication systems
information-theoretically with an exponentially small error probability in this sense. However,
to guarantee finite transferability, the behavior of the honest users must be restricted more
strongly, because the error probability would otherwise grow in the order of 2U⋅2–σ. We
therefore need an additional parameter maxtest in initialization, and any correct recipient’s
processor will carry out at most maxtest tests of pseudosignatures corresponding to this
initialization.

3 Construction of Pseudosignatures

In the following, we present information-theoretically secure pseudosignatures. Our scheme is a
generalization of the scheme in [CR91], which dealt with the special case of only one transfer
and did not consider active attacks on recipients.6 Furthermore, we improve some details of that
scheme.

The pseudosignatures we construct have a fairly simple structure: As with ordinary digital
signature schemes, authentications and transfers are noninteractive and transferring means
passing a received signature on. Initialization, on the other hand, is highly interactive.

3.1 Overview

The basic idea to achieve unforgeability is that all the recipients’ processors must have different
test keys, i.e., there is no public key. Thus an unrestricted attacker does not know how a
recipient’s processor tests a pseudosignature, and therefore the brute-force forging algorithm
mentioned in Section 2.3 is no longer applicable. A first idea is that the originator’s processor
uses an independently chosen key of an information-theoretically secure authentication code
with each recipient’s processor, and that a pseudosignature consists of n parts, called

5 It can be generalized further, e.g., by allowing a constant c < 1 or even a rational transformation in the
exponent.

6 In Section 5 of [CR91], a scheme is sketched that should work for general finite transferability. Implicitly,
this scheme assumes that the originator of the message is honest, and thus this extension is not applicable
here. (For readers familiar with [CR91, Sect. 5]: The hash functions used there are useful only if they are
unknown to the faulty processors, but are known to the originator.)
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minisignatures, one for each potential recipient. Each recipient’s processor can test this
pseudosignature by testing the corresponding minisignature. Forgery is obviously only possible
with exponentially small probability. However, this scheme offers no transferability if the
originator’s processor is faulty: A dishonest originator can issue a pseudosignature in which the
minisignature for the first recipient is correct, but those for all other recipients are wrong.

The idea in [CR91] that would guarantee at least one transfer was therefore that the
originator should not know which minisignature is for whom and that there are many
minisignatures for each recipient. Assume for a moment that this can be done. Then no matter
how many wrong and correct minisignatures a cheating originator puts in a pseudosignature, it
is highly improbable that all the minisignatures for the first recipient are correct, whereas all
those for a certain second recipient are wrong. Hence the processors of first and second
recipients need only use different tests:

• The first recipient’s processor, i.e., on input (‘test’, msg, idS, 0), accepts a
pseudosignature if all the minisignatures intended for it are correct.

• The second recipient’s processor, i.e., on input (‘test’, msg, idS, 1), accepts a pseudo-
signature if at least one of the minisignatures intended for it is correct.

Finite transferability for larger λ will be achieved by providing additional different tests.
Now an initialization protocol remains to be shown in which the originator’s processor

exchanges many keys of an authentication code with the recipients’ processors, but the
originator cannot find out which of them were exchanged with whom. Essentially, instead of
the originator’s processor, the recipients’ processors generate the keys intended for them and
send them to the originator’s processor anonymously. The basic method for information-
theoretically secure anonymous sending over an untrusted network is the DC protocol in [C88].
It is combined with several measures to ensure that all the recipients’ processors succeed in
sending a sufficient number of keys even if the faulty processors try to use the anonymous
channel all the time, that only the originator’s processor learns these keys, and that no processor
is falsely eliminated as faulty. Hence, effectiveness and correctness of initialization in the
pseudosignature scheme are nontrivial. We therefore start our description of the construction
details with the details of anonymous sending.

3.2 Anonymous Channel

An anonymous channel is a distributed protocol in which each processor Pi has an input xi, and
the set of the inputs, {x1, … , xn}, is the output of either all processors or one specific
processor. The former is called anonymous broadcast, the latter anonymous many-to-one
communication. We assume that a set is represented in lexicographical order. No additional
information must become known. As we will need the anonymous channel only in the
precomputation phase of the agreement protocol, broadcast and secret channels are available to
implement it.

First, let us review the basic DC protocol. It achieves that the sum rather than the set of the
inputs is sent without releasing additional information. The output is only correct if all
processors act correctly.
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Scheme 1. Chaum’s DC protocol for the message space F = GF(2u).

Phase 1 (Key exchange).

For all pairs (Pi, Pj) of processors with i < j:

Pi randomly chooses a DC key Ki,j ∈ F and sends it to Pj on a secret channel.

Pj calls the received DC key Kj,i. If it does not receive one, it sets Kj,i := 0.

Phase 2 (DC round). Each processor Pi has a local input xi ∈ F for this phase.

Each processor Pi computes and broadcasts its local sum

Oi := xi + Ki,1 + … + Ki,n.

Each processor computes and locally outputs the global sum

Σ := O1 + … + On.

By local inputs and outputs of a processor, we mean the values exchanged with its user.

Lemma 1 (Chaum’s DC Protocol).

a) If all processors are correct, then

Σ = x1 + … + xn.

b) Regardless of how the faulty processors behave, they cannot obtain more information
about the local inputs xi of the correct processors than their sum.

c) If the protocol is modified so that one processor, Pi, does not broadcast its local sum,
then Pi can still compute the global sum, but the other processors obtain no information
whatsoever about the local inputs. ♦

Proof. Parts a) and b) follow from [C88], and c) (and also a)) can easily be verified.

Now the protocol is extended such that the set of all inputs, instead of their sum, can be
received, and that faults can be detected and localized. We only do this for the case with one
specific recipient, as in Lemma 1c). Later, this will be the originator of the pseudosignature; we
call the corresponding processor S. Furthermore, we exploit that only random messages will be
sent. One advantage of random messages is that they need not be kept secret in the fault
localization procedure, another will be seen in Lemma 2b). (The case of normal messages is
sketched in [PW92] for an anonymous broadcast channel.) Within the pseudosignature scheme,
the random messages will be the authentication keys, and if a fault has been detected and
localized, the protocol will be repeated with new keys.
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Scheme  2 . Anonymous many-to-one channel to processor S with error localization

for random messages from a message space X ⊆ F* = GF(2u)\{0}

and with a security parameter γ.

Phase 1 (Key exchange).

Phase 1 of Scheme 1 is used 2n times in parallel to exchange keys for 2n DC rounds.

Phase 2 (Sending messages). Each processor Pi has a local input xi randomly chosen from X for this

phase.

[1] Phase 2 of Scheme 1 is executed 2n times in parallel, except that S does not output its local

sums. For the h-th execution, processor Pi uses

xi
2h –1

as its local input, and S obtains the global sum Σ2h –1.

[2] S uses the first n global sums, Σ1, Σ3, …, Σ2n –1, to compute a set Y = {y1, …, yl } ⊆ F* with

l ≤ n such that

Σ2h –1 = y1
2h –1 + … + yl

2h –1

for h = 1, …, n. Any such set is called a solution. The algorithm is described in [BB90, B71,

R80]; it has a security parameter γ and an error probability of at most 2–γ.

If this worked and if Σ2h –1 = y1
2h –1 + … + yl

2h –1 also holds for h = n+1, …, 2n, S locally

outputs Y as the set of received messages. Otherwise it broadcasts a complaint message.

[3] If S has broadcast a complaint message, each processor Pi broadcasts its DC keys and local

input used in Phases 1 and 2. Every processor Pj can now verify the entire behavior of the

other processors so far. If Pj finds any fault in the behavior of Pi, it locally outputs “i faulty”. If two

processors Pi, Pi’ do not agree on their common DC key Ki,i’, then Pj outputs “(i, i’) faulty”. If Pj
finds neither a faulty processor nor a faulty key, it outputs “S faulty”.

Power sums were first used to reconstruct individual messages in [BB90], but only the first n
of them were used and thus faults could not be detected. A different mechanism to detect faults
is used in [CR91], but its security is not proven and it is not more efficient than ours in the
given application. Once a fault has been detected, the localization of a faulty processor or key is
as in [C88].

Lemma 2 (Anonymous channel with error localization).

a) If all processors are correct and their local inputs are elements of the correct set, Scheme
2 is completed without complaint with probability at least 1–2–γ, and the set Y is the set
of local inputs xi that occur an odd number of times.

b) If S is correct, it either complains or its set Y contains all the local inputs of the correct
processors that occur an odd number of times, with probability at least 1 – 2n2|X|–1. We
call the opposite a successful disruption.

c) If S is correct, the attacker obtains at most one bit of information about the local inputs
of the correct processors.
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d) After a complaint, each correct processor identifies at least one processor or key as being
faulty.

e) The probability that a correct processor Pi is identified as being faulty by another correct
processor is at most 2–γ. Actually, this can only happen to S. Keys between two correct
processors are never identified as being faulty by other correct processors.

f) Even if S is faulty, the attacker cannot obtain more information about the local inputs xi
of the correct processors than the multiset of them, except if there is a complaint.♦

Proof. Without loss of generality, let the correct processors be P1, …, Pk.

a) It follows from [BB90, B71, R80] that for any values Σ1, Σ3, … , Σ2n–1, the set of
equations described in Step [2] has at most one solution. If a solution exists, the algorithm
described there either finds it or, with probability at most 2–γ, stops with an error message. If
all processors are correct, the local inputs are a solution, and thus Part a) follows.

b) The faulty processors can only disrupt by outputting wrong local sums. Altogether, this
means that they select values ∆1, ∆3, … such that the global sums are

x1
2h–1 + … + xk

2h–1 + ∆2h–1

for h = 1, …, 2n. If S does not complain, pairwise distinct values y1, …, yl ∈ F*  with l ≤ n
exist such that

x1
2h–1 + … + xk

2h–1 + ∆2h–1 = y1
2h–1 + … + yl

2h–1

for h = 1, …, 2n. In GF(2u), this is equivalent to

∆2h–1 = x1
2h–1 + … + xk

2h–1 + y1
2h–1 + … + yl

2h–1. (1)

The disruption is successful if at least one value xi*  chosen by an odd number of correct
processors is not among y1,…, yl. This implies that xi* occurs in (1) an odd number of times.

By the proof of Part a), there is at most one solution to the power sum equations defined by
(∆1, ∆3, …, ∆4n–1), i.e., at most one set Z = {z1, …, zl*} ⊆ F*  with l*  ≤ 2n such that

∆2h–1 = z1
2h–1 + … + zl*

2h–1

for h = 1, …, 2n. By (1), we have a solution in x1, …, xk, y1, …, yl if values occurring an
even number of times are deleted. Hence they must be the set Z, and in particular, xi*  is in Z.
By Lemma c), the faulty processors have no information about x1, …, xk, even if they try to
base their own outputs on those of the correct processors by choosing their local sums last.
Their values ∆2h–1, and thus z1, …, zl* , are therefore independent of x1, …, xk. (In principle,
we have now proved that the faulty processors have to guess at least one input xi* of a correct
processor in order to disrupt successfully.)

The probability of xi*  ∈ Z for fixed i*  is at most 2n|X|–1. Thus the overall probability of a
successful disruption is at most 2n2|X|–1.

c) It is clear by Lemma 1c) that the attacker obtains no information before the possible complaint
message, which is only one bit long. (Actually, it contains only an exponentially small amount
of information, because with any attacker strategy one output is very unlikely.)

d) Obvious: If no other fault is found, S will be blamed.

e) The only possibility is that S is identified as being faulty because of a wrong complaint. If no
other processor or key is identified as being faulty in Step [3], the global sums that S used in
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Step [2] have a solution in the local inputs the processors later claim to have had. Thus S would
only have complained if the algorithm used to solve the power-sum equations failed although a
solution exists. Hence, by the proof of Part a), the probability is at most 2–γ.

f) By Lemma 1, the faulty processors do not obtain any information about x1, …, xk except for
the power sums Σ*

2h–1 = x1
2h–1 + … + xk

2h–1 for h = 1, …, 2n. As each permutation of (x1,
…, xk) yields the same power sums, the faulty processors may find out the values xi, but they
obtain no information about which xi comes from which correct processor, i.e., they only have
the multiset. (Actually, they have slightly less information, because local inputs chosen by an
even number of processors cancel out in all power sums, and thus the faulty processors do not
learn them.)

3.3 The Pseudosignature Scheme

As sketched in Section 3.1, we use Scheme 2 to let the processors of future recipients of
pseudosignatures send keys of an authentication code anonymously to the future originator’s
processor.

We only need a one-time authentication code, i.e., N = 1. Without loss of generality, the
authentication keys are coded as elements of a set X ⊆ GF(2u)\{0}, where u can be computed
as a function keylen(l, τ) of the message length and the security parameter. Furthermore, we
assume that membership in X can be decided in time polynomial in l and τ, and that gen
generates keys with uniform distribution in X. This implies |X| ≥ 2τ. In particular, we can use
the authentication code of [WC81] and as its underlying strongly universal2 class of functions
the multiplicative scheme of [CW79] over GF(2τ+1). Then the length of authenticators is τ+1
bits, and keylen(l, τ) is logarithmic in l and linear in τ.

We only construct a one-time pseudosignature scheme, i.e., N = 1, as this will be sufficient
for Byzantine agreement. Some improvement over mere repetition is conceivable for larger N,
but even with simple authentication codes, it is easy to see that the complexity of initialization
grows at least linearly in N.

Scheme  3 . One-time pseudosignature scheme with finite transferability

for a message space {0, 1}l with security parameter ρ.

Let an authentication scheme be given as above. It will be used for the given message space {0, 1}l.

Initialization for parameters λ, the number of possible transfers, and maxtest, the maximum number

of tests a recipient’s processor will carry out.

Let

ρ* := ρ + 2maxtest,

and instantiate the authentication scheme with the security parameter

τ := ρ* + log2(ρ*) + 2log2(λ+1).
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Furthermore, let u := keylen(l, τ) and F = GF(2u). Define the acceptance difference ∆ and the

multiplicity m as

∆ := 2 ln(2) (λ+1)ρ*,

m := λ∆ + 1.

Each processor Pi executes in parallel for k := 1 to m:

It repeats the following three steps until the originator’s processor, S, does not complain or

until Pi regards S as having been eliminated (see Step [3]):

[1] If Pi ≠ S, it randomly chooses an authentication key akk,i, coded as an element of F*.

[2] It takes part in Scheme 2 with all processors, message space F*, and security parameter

γ := τ to send this key anonymously to S.

[3] If S has complained and a processor or key is identified as being faulty, they are eliminated

forever. (Eliminating Kj,j’ means that Pj and Pj’ will never use a common DC key again.) If no

keys are left between two groups of processors, Pj regards the processors that are not in

its group as eliminated.

If S has not complained, it stores the set of received values that are correct authentication keys,

i.e., members of X, say

Yk = {yk,1, …, yk,l },

and each of the other processors Pi stores its key akk,i from this iteration.

Pi decides that initialization was successful, i.e., acc = true, if it does not regard S as eliminated; Pi’s

output idsR,out is the set of recipients that it does not regard as eliminated.

Authentication.

Originator. Given a message msg from the message space as a local input, S computes the

pseudosignature on msg as

ψ := (ψ1, …, ψm),

where each so-called section ψk is

ψk := { auth(ak, msg) | ak ∈ Yk}.

Recipient. We immediately show tests for any λ*: If Pi is given a message msg, a supposed

pseudosignature ψ = (ψ1, …, ψm) on it, and λ* ∈ {0, …, λ}, it first verifies that ψ is of the correct

format and then determines the acceptance number,

acc_no := |{k ∈ {1, …, m} | auth(akk,i, msg) ∈ ψk}|

i.e., the number of correct minisignatures for Pi in ψ. It λ*-accepts if and only if

acc_no > (λ–λ*)∆.

Transfer.

A processor that has received a pseudosignature ψ on a message msg can simply forward it; the

recipient tests it as shown above.
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Note that accepting for λ*  = 0, i.e., directly from the originator, means acc_no = m, i.e., all
minisignatures for this recipient must be correct.

Lemma 3 (Termination and round complexity). All the algorithms in Scheme 3 are polynomial-
time. In particular, the initialization deterministically terminates in fewer than 2n2 rounds. In the
correct case, i.e., if no processor is faulty, only three rounds are needed. Scheme 2 is executed
at most mn2/2 times.

If w pseudosignatures are initialized sequentially and if the elimination of a DC key or a
faulty processor is valid for all initializations, all initializations together need fewer than 3w+2n2

rounds. ♦

Proof. After every complaint, either a key or a processor that still has at least one key is
eliminated. Hence, after fewer than n(n–1)/2 complaints, no keys between correct and faulty
processors are left and the correct processors can never be disturbed again. Hence there are
fewer than n(n–1)/2+w sequential repetitions of Steps [1] to [3]. This implies fewer than mn2/2
executions of Scheme 2 in one initialization. As to rounds, only Step [2] needs any, either three
or four: key exchange, basic DC protocol, complaint, and broadcasting keys and local inputs if
there was a complaint. (One could reduce this further by performing the entire key exchange in
one initial round.)

Theorem 1. Scheme 3 is a secure pseudosignature scheme. We summarize the five security
statements here with their precise maximum error probabilities for any attackers and users. (We
also give them in terms of the inner security parameter ρ*  to prepare for a more efficient choice
of ρ*  within the Byzantine agreement protocol.)

a) Effectiveness of initialization. If the processors of the originator and at least one recipient
are correct, the correct processors finish initialization successfully with probability at
least 1 – n22–ρ* ≥ 1 – n22–ρ.

b) Correctness of initialization. All correct processors always make the same output, and
the identities of all correct recipients’ processors are in idsR,out.

c) Effectiveness of authentication. If S is correct, the probability that initialization is
successful and a correct processor will nevertheless not accept a pseudosignature is at
most 3n42–ρ* ≤ 3n42–ρ.

d) Unforgeability. The probability that a correct recipient’s processor accepts a message
for any λ*  ≤ λ that the correct originator has not yet authenticated is at most
4n2maxtest⋅2–ρ* ≤ 4n22–ρ (for all recipients together).

e) Finite transferability. Let P and Q be two correct recipient’s processors. The probability
that one of them λ* -accepts a pseudosignature for any λ*  < λ that the other would not
even (λ*+1)-accept is at most 22maxtest2–ρ* = 2–ρ. ♦

Proof of Parts a)-d). For all parts, note that m ≤ 2(λ+1)2ρ*  and thus m2–τ ≤ 2⋅2–ρ* .

a) The contrary means that a correct processor eliminates S or their common key. By Lemma
2e), this happens with a probability of at most 2–τ in each execution of Scheme 2, and thus,
with Lemma 3, with probability at most 1/2mn22–τ ≤ n22–ρ* altogether.

b) The former is clear because all these decisions are based on broadcast messages. The latter
follows from Lemma 2e).
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c) As the authentication code used guarantees error-free effectiveness of authentication, there are
only two possibilities why a pseudosignature from S might not be accepted by all other correct
processors: Either S has not received all the authentication keys from those processors owing to
a successful disruption, or two of these processors chose the same key so that it canceled out.
Both possibilities only depend on initialization, and therefore we can omit active attacks, such
as letting recipients test other messages. By Lemma 2b), the probability of a successful
disruption is at most 2n2|X|–1 in each execution of Scheme 2, where |X| ≥ 2τ, and thus at most
mn42–τ altogether. The probability that two processors choose the same key is at most n2|X|–1

in any single execution of Step [1], and thus at most (mn4/2)2–τ altogether. The sum of the two
probabilities is at most 3n42–ρ*.

d) (Unforgeability.) The worst case of attack is when the attackers first let the originator
authenticate another message, msg* , to obtain one pseudosignature ψ* , and then let the
recipients test as many forged signatures as possible, hoping that at least one will be accepted.
Pi only accepts a pair (msg, ψ) if at least one minisignature in it is the correct value auth(akk,i,
msg).

As ψ*  only contains auth(akk,i, msg*), the probability that the attackers guess any particular
auth(akk,i, msg) correctly would be at most 2–τ by the security of the authentication code, if the
attackers learned nothing about akk,i during initialization. By Lemma 2c), they learn at most one
bit. This can at most increase the success probability by a factor of 2, because they could also
guess the bit.

Each of the n recipients tests at most maxtest pseudosignatures with mn minisignatures
each. Thus the overall success probability of the attackers is at most n⋅maxtest⋅mn2–τ+1 ≤
4n2maxtest⋅2–ρ* .

For transferability, we first prove the following lemma:

Lemma 4 (Finite transferability under passive attacks). Let P and Q be two correct recipient’s
processors and λ*  < λ. If one initialization is carried out and then the attackers immediately
construct a pair (msg, ψ), the probability that P λ* -accepts it, while Q does not even (λ*+1)-
accept it, is at most 2–ρ*. ♦

Proof. We only consider the worst case, where P and Q are the only correct processors. In
particular, S is faulty, and the faulty processors therefore know the correct pseudosignature ψ*

on msg. Furthermore, for each section of the pseudosignature, they know which two
authentication keys belong to P and Q. However, by Lemma 2f), they have no information
about which key was chosen by P and which by Q. For each of the m sections, the faulty
processors can decide to change none, one, or two of the two correct minisignatures, i.e., to
replace them by incorrect ones. For reasons of symmetry, we can describe this decision by just
two parameters:

g denotes the number of sections in which both minisignatures are changed, and

h denotes the number of sections in which exactly one minisignature is changed.

With probability (h
y) 2

–h, within the h sections in which one minisignature was changed, exactly
y changed minisignatures belong to P. Let Bh denote the binomial distribution with parameter h
and probability 1/2, i.e.,

Bh(k) = ∑
y≤k

 (h
y) 2

–h.
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Let x := λ* ⋅∆. The faulty processors are successful if they have changed at most x minisigna-
tures for P and more than x+∆ minisignatures for Q, i.e., g+y ≤ x and g+(h–y) > x+∆, which
means y ≤ min{x–g, g+h–x–∆–1}. This happens with probability

P(g, h)  :=  Bh(min{x–g, g+h–x–∆–1})  ≤  Bh(
(x–g) + (g+h–x–∆–1)

2 )  =  Bh(
h
2 – 

∆+1
2 ).

For each δ ≥ 0, it follows from [ES74, Equation (3.8)] that

Bh(
h
2 – δ – 

1
2)  ≤  ∑

z<h/2–δ
   (hz) 2–h  <  exp(– 

2δ 2

h ).

This implies

P(g, h)  <  exp(– 
∆2

2h).

To prove P(g, h) ≤ 2–ρ* , it therefore remains to be shown that ∆2 ≥ 2hρ* ln(2). As m ≥ h,
it is sufficient if ∆2 ≥ 2mρ* ln(2) = 2(λ∆+1)ρ* ln(2), which is clearly satisfied as ∆ ≥
2(λ+1)ρ* ln(2).

To see why active attacks on recipients make a big difference for transferability, consider the
following example: Let P and Q again be the correct processors and ψ*  a correct pseudosigna-
ture. In each round, the faulty processors change exactly one minisignature in ψ*  and ask P
whether it 0-accepts the result ψ. The answer is true iff the changed minisignature did not
belong to P. Therefore, after m interactions, the faulty processors know exactly which
minisignatures belong to P. Hence, they can construct another ψ that P will 0-accept, but Q will
not accept at all. This is why maxtest had to be restricted.

Proof of Theorem 1e). Once more, we consider the worst case, where only P and Q are
correct. Furthermore, we consider the combined strategy of the attacker and the honest users,
i.e., in Figure 1, everything except the two correct processors is considered as one big box.

The strategy after initialization can be described by a tree of the following type: Each node is
labeled by a quadruple (P* , msg, ψ, λ*), where P*  ∈ {P, Q} and λ*  ≤ λ. This means that P*  is
given the local input (‘test’, msg, S, λ*) and is sent the pseudosignature ψ. Each node has two
sets of children, corresponding to the next (probabilistic) step of the strategy after the reaction
acc = true or false of P* , respectively. The tree has at most 2maxtest levels, because P and Q
test at most maxtest pseudosignatures each.

We can make the strategy tree deterministic without decreasing its probability of success:
Each probabilistic decision is replaced by deterministically taking the choice with the maximum
probability of success. The resulting tree is binary and still has at most 2maxtest levels and thus
fewer than 22maxtest nodes, i.e., pseudosignatures.

 The success probability of the active attack is now bounded above by assuming that after
any initialization the attackers could try all the pseudosignatures of the corresponding tree on P
and Q. With Lemma 4, this yields an error probability of at most 22maxtest2–ρ* . (Note that the
only remaining probabilistic choices are those made by P and Q during initialization. Thus in
each event, i.e., for any fixed set of these choices, it will be determined before the active attack
whether a certain pseudosignature is λ*-acceptable to P or Q; the whole information from the
active attack lies in the decisions whether this node is reached in this event.)
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4 Byzantine Agreement

We modify the authenticated Byzantine agreement protocol from [DS83, Theorem 3] so that it
can be implemented with pseudosignatures rather than with ordinary digital signatures. In
particular, we determine the levels of acceptance and minimize the information that can be
gained by active attacks. Actually, we will show that active attacks on the pseudosignatures
within this Byzantine agreement protocol have a much smaller influence than in general, so that
the basic security parameters only have to grow logarithmically in n (which also determines the
number of rounds), and not linearly, as one would expect from Section 2.4.2 and Scheme 3.

Scheme  4 . Byzantine agreement for n processors, where t < n may be faulty,

with the message space {0, 1}l and a security parameter σ
and the transmitter P1.

Precomputation phase.

The initialization of Scheme 3 is executed 2n–1 times in parallel for λ := t, message space {0, 1}l,

maxtest = 2n, and inner security parameter

ρ* := σ + 18 log2(n) + 6.

Each processor plays the role of the originator’s twice, and the identities used are (i, A) and (i, B) for

i := 1, … , n, except that only one initialization with (1, A) is needed for the transmitter. The

pseudosignatures corresponding to these initializations are called A- and B-pseudosignatures,

respectively.

Main phase. The transmitter, P1, now has a value v ∈ {0, 1}l as its local input.

[0] P1 computes its A-pseudosignature ψ on v and forwards (v, {(1, A, ψ)}) to all the other

processors.

Each Pi ≠ P1 initializes two sets ACCi and OLDi as empty. ACCi is called the set of accepted

values, OLDi the set of old relay attempts.

For k = 1, …, t+1 and each processor Pi ≠ P1:

[k] Each processor Pi ≠ P1 evaluates the messages that have been sent to it in round [k–1]:

a) It accepts at most one message M from P1 in round [1] and from each processor Pj ≠ P1 in

the other rounds. It verifies that M is well-formed, which means that

M = (v, {(i1, α1, ψ1), …, (ik, αk, ψk)}),

where v is a value from the message space, the values ij’ are k different processor numbers

not including i, all αj’ ∈ {A, B}, and the pair (1, A) occurs among the pairs (ij’, αj’). Intuitively,

this means that P j claims that v has been signed by the transmitter and k–1 other

processors.

b) Pi decides for each well-formed message M whether it is new, i.e., contains a triple (j, α, ψ)

where Pj is the sender of M and (j, α) ∉ OLDi. If yes, Pi adds (j, α) to OLDi.
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c) Pi decides which of the new messages M are k-consistent. This means that Pi additionally

(k–1)-accepts each value ψ j’ as a pseudosignature on v for the identity (ij’, α j’)
7. Let

Consi,k be the set of these messages, and let it be lexicographically ordered. Pi adds all

the values v that are contained in a message in Consi,k to ACCi.

d) If k ≤ t and Consi,k ≠ ∅, Pi possibly relays messages. Relaying a message M of the form

described above means that Pi constructs M* = (v, {(i1, α1, ψ1), …, (ik, αk, ψk), (i, α, ψ)}),

where α = A if this is the first message that Pi relays and α = B otherwise and ψ is Pi’s

α-pseudosignature on v, and forwards it to those processors whose number j was not

contained in M.

1. If Pi has not relayed any message before, it relays the first two messages in Consi,k that

contain different values, or just the first one, if all messages contain the same value.

2. If Pi has relayed exactly one message, which contained a value v', then it relays the first

message in Consi,k that contains a value v" ≠ v', if there is one.

The local output of the transmitter P1 is its own local input v. Any other processor Pi outputs a value

v iff ACCi = {v}, and otherwise, “transmitter faulty”.

The use of the set OLDi guarantees that Pi reacts on at most two messages from each of the
other processors. Thus the choice of maxtest = 2n is sufficiently large, because each well-
formed message contains at most one pseudosignature corresponding to a particular
instantiation.

The correctness of Scheme 4 is proved in two steps: First we show that it is always correct
if no error occurs with the pseudosignatures. Secondly, we show that the probability that no
such error occurs is at least 1–2–σ, and thus the error probability of the Byzantine agreement
protocol is at most 2–σ.

Lemma 5 (Deterministic version of Theorem 2). In any execution of Scheme 4 in which all
five requirements are fulfilled for all 2n–1 instantiations of the pseudosignature scheme, correct
agreement is achieved. ♦

Note that here the requirements in their original form, i.e., as predicates on sequences of inputs
and outputs, are meant, not their embedding into probabilistic statements as in Section 2.4.2.

Proof. The proof follows the outline in [DS83, Theorem 3].

a) Correctness. If the transmitter P1 is correct, it sends its value as prescribed in Round [0].
This message is 1-consistent for all correct processors Pi, and thus they all add v to ACCi in
Round [1]. As P1 does not send further messages, unforgeability implies that no k-consistent
message with a value v’ ≠ v occurs. Thus all correct processors output v.

b) Consistency. We can now assume that P1 is faulty.

1. First we show that if a correct processor Pi relays a message M containing a value v in any
round [k] (which implies k ≤ t), then v ∈ ACCj for all correct processors Pj at the end.

7 In [DS83], the signatures in k-consistent messages are not just on v, but on the entire message. Our
construction results in smaller messages to be signed and does not restrict the fault tolerance.
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If j already occurred in M, then, by k-consistency, Pi has accepted a pseudosignature by Pj
on v. By unforgeability, Pj made this pseudosignature, and it could only have done so in
relaying a message M’  that contained v. In that round, Pj also added v to ACCj.

If j did not occur in M, then Pi forwards M*  to Pj. As M was well-formed for Pi in Round
[k], M*  is well-formed for Pj in Round [k+1]. M*  is also new for Pj, because Pi only makes
one A- and one B-pseudosignature. Finally, it is (k+1)-consistent: By finite transferability, Pj
k-accepts all the pseudosignatures that were already contained in M, and by effectiveness of
authentication, it would even 1-accept the new pseudosignature.

2. Now we prove the following statement: If v ∈ ACCi for a correct processor Pi, then
v ∈ ACCj or |ACCj| ≥ 2 for all correct processors Pj at the end.

Let [k] be the round in which v is added to ACCi, and let M be a message in Consi,k that
contains v. If Pi relays M, then the statement follows from 1. If Pi does not relay M, this may
be for three reasons:

• k = t+1. Then M contains t+1 processor numbers and thus the number of at least one
correct processor Ph. This implies that Ph has relayed a message containing the value v
in a previous round, and 1. implies v ∈ ACCj for all correct processors.

• Pi has already relayed another message containing v, or does so now. Again, 1. yields
v ∈ ACCj for all correct processors.

• Pi has already relayed messages with two different values. Then, by 1., all other correct
processors have these two values in ACCj.

3. Now we can show consistency: If |ACCi| ≥ 2 for any correct processor, then 2. immediately
implies that |ACCj| ≥ 2 for all correct processors, and they all decide “transmitter faulty”.
Hence, if ACCi = {v} for one correct processor, the only remaining possibility for the other
correct processors is ACCj = {v}, as well. Otherwise, ACCj = ∅ for all of them, and they
decide “transmitter faulty”.

Theorem 2 (Byzantine agreement). For any t < n, Scheme 4 achieves Byzantine agreement
with an error probability of at most 2–σ.  ♦

Proof. Given Lemma 5, the error probability of the Byzantine agreement protocol is at most
the joint error probability of the 2n–1 instantiations of the signature scheme. As these
instantiations are independent, we can compute the joint error probability of one of them and
multiply by 2n.

a) For the first four requirements, Theorem 1 immediately yields a joint error probability of at
most

(1 + 3n2 + 4maxtest) n2 2–ρ*   =  (1 + 3n2 + 4n) n2 2–ρ* .

b) For finite transferability, we first consider two particular correct processors P and Q. We
consider an overly pessimistic case in which P and Q are the only correct processors and the
attackers even know P’s and Q’s secrets from the initialization of all other pseudosignatures.
Again, we count pseudosignatures in a strategy tree. However, we can now exploit that in the
Byzantine agreement protocol, P and Q do not tell the attackers whether they accepted an
individual pseudosignature. Instead, their only reaction is to relay up to two messages each.
This allows us to construct a different strategy tree, Tree, and to prove much smaller error
probabilities.
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Each node of Tree represents one round and is labeled by the new well-formed messages
that P and Q have received in this round. Other messages need not be considered, because the
attackers can evaluate on their own that those messages are not new and well-formed and will
be discarded by P and Q.

The children of a node of Round [k] with k ≤ t correspond to the possible reactions by P
and Q. Each one can be described unambiguously by specifying which messages P and Q relay.
(The pseudosignature that P or Q adds before relaying is already known in this pessimistic
case.) We call the child corresponding to the case that neither P nor Q relays a message the
leftmost child.

We now count the paths in this tree. Altogether, P and Q relay at most two messages each.
Thus on each path, there are at most 4 branches to the right, i.e., not to the leftmost child. In
each round, P and Q accept at most two messages from each other processor, thus together at
most 2n–2 each. At the beginning, P and Q can relay up to two messages each. These are

(2n–2
0 ) + (2n–2

1 ) + (2n–2
2 ) ≤ 2n2

different possibilities for P and Q each. Therefore, until the first branch to the right, each node
has at most c0 := 4n4 children. Each branch to the right reduces the number of possible
reactions. It is easy to see that after the first branch to the right, there are at most c1 := 4n3

possibilities left, after the second, at most c2 := 4n2, after the third, at most c3 := 2n, and after
the fourth, c4 = 1. Each path can be uniquely described by specifying in which of the n–1
possible depths the r ≤ 4 branches to the right occur, and for the i-th branch, which of the at
most ci–1–1 branches to the right is chosen. Thus, for r = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, there are

pathsr ≤ (n
r) c0 … cr–1

paths with exactly r branches to the right. After some computation, this yields paths ≤ 9n14 for
the overall number of paths in Tree.

Each path in Tree contains at most 2maxtest = 4n pseudosignatures. Thus, there are at most
36n15 pseudosignatures in Tree. As in the proof of Theorem 1e), we can bound the success
probability of the active attack by the probability that any pseudosignature in Tree violates finite
transferability, and thus by 36n152–ρ*.

As there at most n2/2 sets of two correct processors {P, Q}, the joint error probability of
finite transferability for all correct processors with respect to one instantiation of the
pseudosignature scheme is at most

P2 := 18n172–ρ*.

c) The overall error probability for all instantiations of the pseudosignature scheme is therefore
at most (using n ≥ 2)

2n(P1 + P2)  ≤  2n((1 + 3n2 + 4n)n22–ρ* + 18n172–ρ*)  ≤  37n182–ρ*  ≤  2–σ.

Lemma 6 (Complexity). Scheme 4 is polynomial-time in n, l, and σ. The precomputation
phase needs 3 rounds in the correct case and 2n2 rounds in the worst case. The main phase
always needs t+1 rounds, and thus at most n. ♦

Proof. Straightforward counting.
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5 Fixed-Length Precomputation

Scheme 4 needs 2n–1 pseudosignatures for each agreement. Thus the length of its precomputa-
tion phase, which uses a physically reliable broadcast network, is proportional to the intended
number of executions of the main phase. We now sketch a bootstrapping mechanism so that an
(almost) arbitrary number N*  of agreements can be carried out after a precomputation phase of
fixed length.

More precisely, the precomputation consists of O(n2) parallel executions of the
precomputation phase of Scheme 4. Secret channels are needed in the main phase now because
they cannot be bootstrapped. The error probability of all agreements together is pol(N*)2–σ for
some polynomial, which corresponds to the definition of an exponentially small error
probability in Section 2.4.2.

Bootstrapping works as follows: In the precomputation phase with a broadcast channel, we
perform initialization for a certain number of pseudosignatures. Before we run out of them, we
use the Byzantine agreement protocol as the broadcast channel in the initialization for more
pseudosignatures. This does not work trivially, because so far, we need 2n–1 pseudosignatures
for one Byzantine agreement, and many Byzantine agreements to initialize one new
pseudosignature. However, one can perform any number of pseudosignature initializations in
parallel with a fixed number x of broadcasts: All the corresponding messages of these
executions are sent in one long message v. The length of v only has a logarithmic influence on
the initialization of the pseudosignatures needed to sign it during the Byzantine agreement and
therefore poses no problem. Hence, each time one initializes a sufficient number of
pseudosignatures for x+y broadcasts, which provides y broadcasts for normal use.

6 Summary

In Section 2, we presented a framework for the definition and different types of authentication
systems and used it to define a new type, the so-called pseudosignatures. Even though care
with active attacks on recipients must be taken, pseudosignatures can be an information-
theoretically secure substitute for ordinary digital signatures in a large class of deterministically
polynomial protocols. In Section 3, we showed how pseudosignatures can be constructed.

In Sections 4 and 5, we presented a modification of a well-known authenticated Byzantine
agreement protocol and proved that it can be implemented securely with pseudosignatures. This
results in the first Byzantine agreement protocol tolerating any number t < n of faulty processors
without relying on unproven computational assumptions.

We consider our results constructive proofs of existence rather than practical constructions.
An interesting, open question is whether there are more efficient constructions, in particular for
pseudosignatures.
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